NHPWA Meeting

Called to order at the NHLGC 2/9/08 at 9:30

Present: Blômquist, Daniels, DesRoches, Prud’homme, Sullivan, Vincent

Guest: Leel

Communications:

- Newsletter: DesRoches
  - Current newsletter is almost ready to go out. Next newsletter: Nashua (community profile) and Sullivan (member profile).

Technical Sessions:

- Stormwater: Sullivan and DesRoches will discuss
- Alteration of Terrain: Ridge Mauck & changes in NH Rules (Prud’homme)

Annual Meeting

- ADA—Blômquist (exploring)
- Retroreflectivity-Lambert has agreed to speak
- Shoreland Protection Act-decided to table for now, covered in other workshops
- Wetlands-Prud’homme (exploring)
- Single Stream Recycling-Sullivan (exploring)
- Keynote speaker—TMC DesRoches (exploring)
- Due dates:
  - Nomination: April 11th
  - Agenda: March 1st

Nomination

- Board member list updated
- Review nominations next month

NEAPWA Update

- Program committee met

Correspondence

- Motion “to donate $250 to the NH Society of Professional Engineers” Blômquist, Sullivan, approved

Old Business
• Mutual Aid Conference: April 25th at DES
• Commissioner Sweeney to attend April 11th meeting to discuss amber lights
• Quiram will represent NHPWA on the Stormwater Legislative Committee (HB1295)

Approve Minutes

• Motion “to approve January 2008 minutes with corrections,” Sullivan, Blömquist, approved

New Business:

• Single stream recycling by co-op.

Motion to adjourn at 10:30, Daniels, Blömquist, approved